
 

Fula bv Heppensesteenweg 57  3945 Ham  Belgium   +32 11 18 21 21   info@fula.be 

BTW-VAT-TVA: BE0453.206.368   H.R. Hasselt: 87171  IBAN: BE07 7512 0924 1366  BIC AXABBE22 

APPLICATION FORM 
Chemical analysis 

          
Date:  

 
 
Applicant 
Mrs. ❑  Mr. ❑      Language:   NL ❑ FR ❑ EN ❑ DE  
Company name 
Name (*)             First name (*)  
Address (*)  
Zip code (*)             City (*)      Country 
E-mail (*)             Telephone (*)  
 
Sampling address (only fill in when different from applicant) 
Company name 
Name (*)             First name (*)  
Address (*)  
Zip code (*)             City (*)      Country 
E-mail (*)             Telephone (*)  
 
Invoice address (only fill in when different from applicant) 
Company name 
Address (*)  
Zip code (*)             City (*)      Country 
E-mail               Telephone  
VAT number (*) 

 
 
Number of samples: 1 ❑  2 ❑    3 ❑    4 ❑     5 ❑  Tannin 
Sampling place 1:                                               ❑ 
Sampling place 2:                                                  ❑ 
Sampling place 3:                                                  ❑ 
Sampling place 4:                                                ❑ 
Sampling place 5:                                                                 ❑ 

 
We charge a fixed price for the analysation of 1 delivered sample (200ml liquid of 20g solid per sample), regardless of 
the results, of   € 120,00 excl. 21% VAT. 
❑ I want a tannin test for an extra cost per sample of € 10,00 excl. 21% VAT. 
❑ I want an extensive analysis with a ground water data comparison for a tot price € 180,00 excl. 21% VAT. 
 
Signature applicant  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ammonium, chlorine, phosphor, copper, nitrate, nitrite, iron, pH-value, oxygen, silicon, fluoride, total hardness, carbon 
hardness, conductivity, micro or macro examination, salt, surface tension., TDS, NP-value, ground water data 
comparison, tannin.  
 
This laboratory report only apply to the delivered samples and are to be considered strictly limitative. The delivered 
samples can be stored on expressive request, otherwise the samples will be destroyed after 30 days. The made 
observations are under all reservations, not limitative and without the least negative acknowledgement. 

 Your information (fields marked with (*) are mandatory) 
 

Samples Description of the problem 
 

Your samples will be tested on the following parameters 
by use of digital photo spectrometry (NEN-EN-IEC 
61010-1 and NEN-EN-IEC 61326-1). Depending on the 
sample or examination, there will be tested on every 
parameter. 
 


